




























during the late thirties. Captain Blood heralded the widespread resurgence of the seafaring 
adventure film in sound-era Hollywood, and the success of The Adventures of Robin Hood and The 
Sea Hawk cemented Errol Flynn’s identity as the quintessential swashbuckling hero. The score by 
Erich Wolfgang Korngold, identified as one of 











An examination of several key films in the formative years of film noir (1940-1943) will illustrate 
the variety of roles this combination of sound, music, and image plays in the American films. 
Several classic features from 1940 establish the trend: Rebecca, Stranger on the Third Floor, They 
Drive by Night, and The Letter. Within the next three years, a 

number of major films continue to 
employ this disturbing aural and visual combination, including 

Citizen Kane (1941) and The 
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protagonists. In some cases, a film's score does not only offer music-thematic development; 
rather, the audiovisual context creates a thematisation of gesture. Therefore, analysis of gesture 
can constitute a powerful tool in shaping our understanding of the audiovisual.  

 

Nicholas Reyland (Keele University), 'Shot as an Illustration of the Music': Collusions 
of Music and Image in 





Julia Shpinitskaya (University of Helsinki), Andrei Tarkovsky, Solaris: a Cognitive 
Textual Channel through Sound-visual Troping

The signification processes in Solaris by the legendary film-maker A. Tarkovsky occur across the 
set of music and visual quotations involved into the film body. They build up the fundamental 
cognitive textual channel of the film, which unfolds independently through the main film 
narration. A quotation from Bach becon 





Jonas Westover (City University of New York ), No Foolin': Using a Movie Flop to 
Reconstruct the American Musical Revue

Glorifying the American Girl was one of the first movie projects to begin production after sound 
became a part of film.  Planned as Florenz Ziegfeld’s debut using this new media, Glorifying the 
American Girl was to be the first filmed version of his Follies, and was to be released in 1927.   
Thousands were spent on the film, but unfortunately, production was halted for two years while 
multiple creators were sought to forge the 




